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satisfaction, by providing a self-service customer portal. In a customer portal,
all stakeholders such as home builders, homeowners and vendors can meet and
communicate and share distributed data. Customer self-service would reduce
the overhead of customer service. Direct communication through portals could
also prevent costly mistakes before they happen. Web Application Programming
Interface (Web API) could provide a framework for builders to brand their own
customer portal website.
A Web API could provide an interface where both components server and client
side could evolve independently. A good API makes it easier to develop software
and provides a building component for the application.
The purpose of this thesis is to design Web APIs for a customer portal in the home
building industry. This thesis presents a design of a Web API, which concentrates
on the architectural design of a Web API, including versioning and security. This
design provides resource APIs, with Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) versioning
and token based SHA-256 message authentication. The implementation of Web
APIs allows the home provider to customize their own customer portal according
to their own brand.
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Kodin rakennuttajat haluaisivat lisa¨ta¨ asiakastyytyva¨isyytta¨ tarjoamalla itsepal-
veluportaalia. Asiakasportaalissa kaikki sidosryhma¨t, kuten rakennuttajat, ko-
din omistajat ja myyja¨t, voivat kommunikoida suoraan keskena¨a¨n ja jakaa infor-
maatiota. Itsepalvelu va¨henta¨isi taakkaa asiakaspalvelussa. Suora kommunikointi
portaalin kautta ehka¨isisi vakavat virheet etuka¨teen. Web-ohjelmointirajapinta
(Web API) tarjoaisi rakennuttajille va¨lineet muokata Web-portaaliaan yhtio¨nsa¨
bra¨ndin mukaisesti.
Web API tarjoaisi rajapinnan, missa¨ seka¨ asiakaspuoli etta¨ palvelinpuoli voivat
kehittya¨ itsena¨isesti. Hyva¨ API-design helpottaa ohjelmiston suunnittelemista ja
tarjoaa rakennuselementin sovelluksen kehitta¨miselle.
Ta¨ma¨n diplomityo¨n tarkoitus on suunnitella Web API -asiakasportaali kodin ra-
kennuttajille. Ta¨ssa¨ tutkielmassa esitella¨a¨n Web API -arkkitehtuuriin design, joka
sisa¨lta¨a¨ versioinnin ja truvallisuuden suunnittelua. Ta¨ma¨ malli tarjoaa resurssi-
keskeisen Web API:n, joka ka¨ytta¨a¨ URI-versiointia ja Secure Hash -algoritmiin
perustuvaa viestin autentikaatiota.
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API Application Programming Interface
CRUD Create, Retrieve, Update and Delete
CST Customer Service Team
FIPS Federal Information Processing Standard
HMAC Hash-based message authentication code
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The use of self-service technologies is increasing across industries and there
has been a big shift in industries developing self-service web portals [64] [57].
Self-service technologies usage will continue to grow because it reduces labor
costs and increases customer satisfaction [23].
In order to increase satisfaction with customer service, home builders in the
home building industries want to provide a self-service customer portal. Via a
portal, homeowners can be in contact with any concerns 24/7 from all around
the world. Direct communication between customers and customer services
through portals may prevent costly mistakes before they happen [11]. Instead
of using a general customer portal, with Web-based application interfaces
(Web APIs) each home builder can customize and brand their own portal.
A Web API [2] would provide an interface where both components server
and client side could evolve independently. Web API is a software interface
exposed on the Web using Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) and is used
for developing Web applications accessible via the website. Web APIs give
freedom and flexibility in customizing a Web application.
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1.1 Goals of the Thesis
The purpose of this thesis is to provide customer portal Web APIs for home
builders, that allow the client side application to evolve independently from
the server side. The characteristics of the design of a customer portal Web
APIs are evaluated. The design of the Web APIs has three design goals.
First, in order to let both client and server side to evolve independently, the
degree of dependency between both elements should be minimized. How to
design a Web API that keeps a client and a server separate?
Second, like any software, in time Web APIs are going to evolve and change
to meet the changing needs of customers. How to provide versioning in the
evolving Web API?
And thirdly, security is an important part of a design. Web APIs provide
resource access via the interface. How to secure the access and let only
limited access to Web API resource?
1.2 Structure of the Thesis
The remaining chapters of this thesis are organized as follows:
Chapter 2 explains what Web Application Programming Interfaces (API) are
and gives a description of Web APIs for customer portal.
Chapter 3 introduces the Representational State Transfer (REST) architec-
ture. Web APIs that adhere to REST architectural style are called RESTful
Web APIs.
Chapter 4 shows how the RESTful style is applied to Web APIs according
to four steps of Richardsons REST Maturity Model [61].
Chapter 5 introduces two ways of versioning Web APIs: a Uniform Resource
Locator (URL) way and a Hypermedia way.
Chapter 6 describes security and validation used in Web APIs. Hash-based
2
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Message Authentication (HMAC) can be used in authenticating each Web
API credentials.
Chapter 7 presents home building industry in the USA and introduces Sap-
phire Build and how it is related to Customer Portal. In addition, it presents
requirements for different customer portal users: lead, prospect, customer
under contract and homeowner.
Chapter 8 describes the implementation of the Web API for a customer
portal.
Chapter 9 evaluates the design of the Web API for a customer portal. Chal-
lenges and future work are discussed.
Chapter 10 summarizes the design and result of this thesis.
3
Chapter 2
Web Application Programming
Interface
First, this chapter introduces Application Programming Interfaces (API).
Then a brief description of different Web API architectural styles is given.
Finally, we discuss why from the two dominant architectural approaches
the Representational State Transfer (REST) style is more popular than the
SOAP standard.
API provides an interface for developers to build a software application for
colleagues, partners, or third-party developers [42]. It allows developers to
access data and services to build applications. Famous examples of applica-
tions are Facebook, Twitter, and Youtube [59]. APIs can be accessible to
any developer, only visible for partners or used privately between teams. In
this thesis, the APIs are only visible for partners.
4
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2.1 Web API versus a Website
Web API is a software interface exposed to the Web over Hyper Text Transfer
Protocol (HTTP) [2]. Web APIs are used for developing Web applications
accessible via the website.
A website provides consumable information such as news and blogs. A web-
site can be altered, but all the changes are visible to users. Instead, an API
has a contract and its programs are built on top of that contract, i.e., a de-
veloper cannot alter anything in the contract of the API without violating
the applications built on top of it. However, this does not hold for implemen-
tation. The interface remains consistent, whereas the implementation can be
changed on a daily basis. Similar to websites APIs are expected to be avail-
able 24/7. An API should be treated like a software product. However, this
does not mean that the API never changes. If a change in an API breaks
an application built on top of that, it is called a breaking change. There
should be maintainability such as versioning and backward compatibility for
necessary breaking changes. In this way, the API can keep up with a growing
business and meet the changing need of customers [42].
2.2 Web API Architecture
Let’s consider a basic architecture without an API where each client applica-
tion has its own business logic, which connects directly to a database. This
is illustrated in Figure 2.1. Business logic layer carries out the operations
between a server side and the user interface [4]. Each client’s business logic
needs to be maintained in synchronization with each other when providing
new features. This makes maintainability and evolvability very expensive
since each application needs to be updated accordingly [8].
Figure 2.2 depicts the same architecture with a central API which has the
same business logic for all applications. Each client uses the same API to get,
create, update and delete resources. The change in business logic is made
only in one place [8].
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Figure 2.1: Web service without Web API, adapted from [8].
Figure 2.2: Web service with Web API, adapted from [8].
2.3 Web API Architectural Styles
An architectural style is not a standard. Moreover, it defines the set of
style and characteristics. Take, for example, a Gothic cathedral, where a
cathedral is built in Gothic style. By observing various buildings, one can
determine whether or not the building has certain qualities of Gothic style
such as pointed arches, rib vault, and flying buttresses [20]. In the same way,
architectural styles for Web API have certain qualities and characteristics.
The main Web API design styles are tunneling style, URI style, and REST
architectural style [2].
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2.3.1 Tunneling
A well-known implementation of tunneling style is SOAP protocol used in
the remote procedure call (RPC) style [46]. It can use HTTP as a transport
protocol. However, SOAP is a transport protocol agnostic and does not make
use of HTTP verbs [46].
2.3.2 Uniform Resource Identifier
The Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) style is a resource-centric API, where
each noun is considered as a resource. Resources are Created, Retrieved, Up-
dated or Deleted (CRUD) [63]. CRUD operations are mapped with HTTP
methods GET, POST, PUT, and DELETE respectively. Each resource is
identified with unique URI. More details about CRUD and URIs are pre-
sented in section 4.1.3.
2.3.3 Representational State Transfer
The REST style is similar to the URI style. REST utilizes hypermedia to
create interactions focused on tasks instead on resources [63]. More details
about REST will be presented in Chapter 3.
Since the URI style can be considered as a substyle of REST, in the next
section we can focus on differences between REST and SOAP.
2.4 Web API as Web Services: REST vs SOAP
According to the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) [65], a web service is
a software system designed to support communication between interoperable
machines over a network. There are several approaches to web services. The
two most dominant models for designing Web services are REST style web
services and SOAP [56].
There has been a lot of research regarding the advantages and the disadvan-
tages of REST and SOAP as Web services [43] [36] [49] [56] [55]. One of the
7
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most common questions in debates is “Which is better, REST or SOAP?”.
However, they provide totally different approaches. REST is an architec-
tural style [32] for building client-server applications. SOAP is a protocol
specification for exchanging data between different elements [65].
Since REST is a Web architectural style and SOAP is a standard, it is more
reasonable to compare REST with the remote procedure call (RPC) style of
building client-server applications [43]. Though, SOAP does not require the
RPC style.
As opposed to SOAP protocol, REST does not define a standard nor give
definite guidelines to developers. It is more of a design approach for Web
architecture. REST style is derived from several Network-based architectural
style. The web service that adheres to the REST architectural style is called
a RESTful web service. REST is used in accessing resources through a single
consistent interface i.e. API [32].
In fact, one of the main characteristics and constraints of REST is a uni-
form interface constraint. That is, REST considers any kind of information
as a resource, which can be identified with unique Uniform Resource Iden-
tifiers (URI). When REST is applied on HTTP1, it uses HTTP methods
GET, POST, PUT and DELETE for resource manipulation. More about
the uniform interface constraint will be described in section 3.2.4.
SOAP builds several layers on the top of HTTP. Unlike REST, SOAP does
not take advantage of HTTP possibilities and functionality. SOAP uses only
the HTTP POST verb. Thus, SOAP responses cannot be cached with unsafe
POST verb. Whereas with REST, the GET requests can be cached, which
can be used to increase scalability [43].
REST uses many data formats such as JavaScript Object Notation (JSON)
and eXtensible Markup Language (XML), whereas SOAP permits only XML [60]
. JSON is generally used as data presentation [32]. In addition, JSON is also
a subset of JavaScript, which is used to build web applications. More about
JSON will be presented in section 3.2.7.2.
REST provides a lower barrier to implementing services and is more flexible
to develop [56]. In web services coupling means an ability to modify the
1Note that, both REST and SOAP are protocol independent, since this thesis provides
Web API design, it will focus on HTTP as a transfer protocol.
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web service without affecting the clients. Under this definition, SOAP-based
services are more tightly coupled compared to the REST. In loose coupling,
the client depends on the API and the service contract. It does not require
a change on the client side when there is a change on the service side [52].
SOAP implementations may have overhead on the network bandwidth con-
sumption and execution time. Complexity makes it difficult for developers
to change SOAP APIs and services without great code modifications [56].
REST is a simpler, more lightweight solution and, therefore, provides better
performance [49]. Nevertheless, due to the simplicity of the REST approach,
it might not be the best choice for operationally and functionally very com-
plex systems [18]. Both REST and SOAP can be used to implement the same
service, but, in general, SOAP should be used when a particular feature of
SOAP is needed. However, the ease-of-use of REST makes it more desirable
to adopt [43]. As we can see in figure 2.3 REST is more popular than SOAP.
Figure 2.3: Distribution of APIs: REST versus SOAP, adapted from [59].
9
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2.5 Summary
This chapter has provided the rationale for choosing a RESTful web API
approach for a customer portal. The next chapter will go into details of REST
answering these questions: what is REST and what are the characteristic of
it?
10
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Representational State Transfer
(REST)
This chapter introduces the Representational State Transfer (REST) style,
it gives a brief background on REST and describes how REST architectural
style works. Web APIs that adhere to REST style are called RESTful web
APIs.
3.1 REST as Coined by Roy Fielding
Representational State Transfer (REST) is an architectural style for dis-
tributed hypermedia systems such as World Wide Web (WWW) [32]. REST
was coined in 2000 by Roy Fielding in his Ph.D. dissertation “Architectural
Styles and the Design of Network-based Software Architectures” at the uni-
versity of California, Irvine. Fielding had a desire to understand and eval-
uate the architectural design of WWW [33]. REST architectural style was
developed as an abstract model of the Web architecture to guide redesign
and definition of the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) and Uniform Re-
source Identifiers (URI) [33]. Fielding wanted to improve the HTTP without
11
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breaking the Web [7]. The dissertation was done in parallel with Fielding
authoring the Internet standards for the HTTP/1.1 and URI, which define
generic the interface on the World Wide Web. Fielding is also one of the
editors in developing Web standard for the World Wide Web Consortium’s
(W3C) “Do Not Track” and co-founder of the Apache Software Foundation.
Fielding is a major contributor in the world of Web [7].
Fielding gives a following description of REST:
“The name “Representational State Transfer” is intended to evoke an image
of how a well-designed Web application behaves: a network of web pages (a
virtual state-machine), where the user progresses through the application by
selecting links (state transitions), resulting in the next page (representing the
next state of the application) being transferred to the user and rendered for
their use.” [32].
Figure 3.1 presents the state transitions of a Web page in state 1 transferring
to state 2 after the link has been selected.
Web page in state 1 The same web page in state 2
Link selected
Figure 3.1: Representation of resource in state transition.
The Web consists of resources, which can be any information. For example,
customer identified with an id = 1 can be presented as a resource, which is
accessible by the following URL
http://www.builderscustomerportal.com/customer/1
A representation of the resource is returned, for example, customer1.html.
The returned representation sets the client application in a state. When a
hyperlink is selected from that page customer1.html, the new result will set
the client into new representation state. Thus, the client application changes
(transfers) it’s state in each representation of the resource. That is why it is
called Representational State Transfer [27].
3.2 Constraints of REST Architectural Style
The modern Web architecture emphasizes scalability, the generality of inter-
faces, independent deployment of components, minimizing latency, enforcing
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security, and encapsulating legacy systems [33]. REST is a coordinated set
of architectural constraints that attempt to minimize latency and network
communication and maximize the independence and scalability of compo-
nent [33]. To reflect the desired properties of a modern Web architecture
REST defines the following six constraints (the last is optional) as part of an
architectural style.
3.2.1 Client-Server
A client-server style is the most common web architectural style. A server
component offers services to clients and is waiting for a request to be made
upon these services. A client component requests a service from the server,
which either rejects or performs the request and sends a respond back to the
client. According to Andrews, [19] client-server system is a process, where
the client is a triggering process and the server is a reactive process. The
clients request triggers a server, which in return reacts by responding to the
clients requests.
The Client-Server (CS) constraint is about separation of concerns, i.e., sepa-
rating software components [47] via modularization. Modular programming
emphasizes separating the functionality of a program into independent mod-
ules accessible through interfaces. In the Client-Server constraint, the in-
terface (i.e. API) enforces separation of concerns in the system design [60].
The separation moves all the interface functionality into client-side. It sim-
plifies the server component in order to improve scalability. The separation
minimizes coupling, i.e., the degree of dependency between two elements.
Furthermore, the separation allows both the client-side and server-side to
evolve independently, requiring that the interface does not change.
3.2.2 Stateless
A communication between the client (server consumer) and the server (server
provider) is stateless. More precisely put, the server-side component is state-
less, thus, no session state is allowed on the server-side [32]. All of the
application states is entirely kept on the client-side. Each client request is
treated independently from the past or concurrent clients. They must con-
tain all the necessary information and cannot use any stored context on the
server.
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The Client-Stateless-Server (CSS) constraint allows the application to scale [20].
In addition, it makes the server components to be lightweight. However, a
disadvantage of client-stateless-server is that it may cause an overhead. The
overhead is caused by increasing data repetition sent by requesting the same
services causing a decrease in a network performance [32].
3.2.3 Cache
Client applications should cache responses, that are identified cacheable. [32].
Cacheable responses can be reused for later responses. Thus, the requests are
equivalent to later requests and it will produce the same response. Client-
Cache-Stateless-Server (C$SS) constraint reduces latency, will speed up the
user-perceived performance and reduce a load on the network and server-side
components [20].
3.2.4 Uniform Interface
All servers and clients within a RESTful architecture share a single com-
mon interface for all operations. The interface between clients and servers
decouples components from each other [32]. A uniform interface constraint
improves simplicity and visibility of the system by making it possible for
both sides to evolve independently. However, the trade-off is a decrease in
efficiency, due to transferring information in a standardized form.
The uniform interface constraint is defined by four interface constraints: iden-
tification of resources; manipulation of resources through representations;
self-descriptive messages; and, Hypermedia As The Engine Of Application
State (HATEOAS). These are the constraints related to Web API and will
be discussed in more details in section 3.2.7.
3.2.5 Layered System
A REST compliant systems can be comprised of multiple architectural layers
where no layer can “see past” the next [29]. A client cannot ordinarily tell
whether it is connected directly to the end server or to an intermediary.
Intermediary servers may improve system the scalability by load balancing
and by providing shared caches. Layers can encapsulate legacy services and
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protect new services from legacy clients. Each layer provides services to
their neighbors, each layer having the limited view to their neighbors. This
constraint makes it possible to evolve the system by adding, removing and
changing layers without changing the client-side code. The trade-off is a
reduction in performance [32].
3.2.6 Code-On-Demand
The server extends the functionality of the client by sending back code that
the client needs to execute. Code-On-Demand (COD) typically relies on
the use of Web-based technologies, such as JavaScript, where the client can
download a javascript sent from a server [29].
The primary purpose of Code-On-Demand constraint is to allow logic within
clients (such as Web browsers) to be updated independently from server-side
logic. However, this reduces visibility, which is why this constraint is optional.
Code-On-Demand is the only optional constraint, that is, architectures that
do not use this feature are still considered RESTful [32].
The overall picture of REST can be seen in Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2: REST derivation by style constraints, adapted from [32].
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3.2.7 Uniform Interface Constraint for Web APIs
The four constraints of the uniform interface are resource identifiers, resource
representations, self-descriptive messages, and HATEOAS.
3.2.7.1 Resources and Resource Identifiers
REST is based on two keywords: resources and representations. A word
resource is for information abstraction in REST [32]. The resource can be
any information: a document, an image, a service (e.g. “today’s weather’ in
Otaniemi’), a collection of resources and so on. The resource can be anything
as a hypertext reference, which either perform on the resource or act as a
new representation of the resource.
RESTful services based on HTTP use unique Uniform Resource Identifier
(URI) for each resource [32]. For example the following URL
http://www.builderscustomerportal.com/customer/1
may display customer details with ID number one.
3.2.7.2 Media Types for Representations of Resources
Media types are ways to represent resource passed between client and server [1].
Every resource has at least one representation, which can be a document or
image. The representations are returned in media types [32]. Most frequently
adopted media types are JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) and eXtensi-
ble Markup Language (XML) [32]. This thesis uses JSON text format in a
representation of resources.
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) is a lightweight, text-based, language-
independent text format for the serialization of structured data [9]. JSON can
represent four primitive types and two structured types. The four primitive
types are strings, numbers, booleans, and null and two structure types as
objects and arrays. JSON is minimal, portable, textual, and a subset of
JavaScript. An example of JSON presentation of a customer is in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Customer represented in JSON text format.
3.2.7.3 Self-Describing Messages
Each client request and server response with a self-descriptive message. That
means each message contains all the information necessary for clients and
servers to interact and complete the task. A resource’s desired state can
be represented in a client’s request message and a resource’s current state
may be represented in the server’s response message. Thus, a self-descriptive
messages are stateless and context-free. The server may accept or deny the
client’s request in a response message. In HTTP, each message consists of
headers and a body [1].
3.2.7.4 Hypermedia as the engine of application state (HATEOAS)
Hypermedia As The Engine Of Application State (HATEOAS) [32] is one
of the main constraints of REST. Hypertext is text which contains links to
other texts [65] and hypermedia is a term used for hypertext which is not
constrained to be text. For example, hypermedia can include graphics, video,
and sound. Some people also refer to HATEOAS simply as a hypermedia
constraint [12].
A hypermedia-driven site provides information to navigate the site’s REST
interfaces dynamically by including hypermedia links with the responses.
HATEOAS definition according to Fielding [31]:
“The simultaneous presentation of information and controls such that the
information becomes the affordance through which the user (or automaton)
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obtains choices and selects actions.”
In other words, a client can read pages and either follow links or submit
forms.
Another way to approach HATEOAS is to think an application as a finite
state machine, which consists of all the possible state of the application and
the transition happens via hypermedia, that is given URLs in representa-
tions. HATEOAS is easy to implement for small and simple applications,
but with something more complex the number of states may easily explode.
HATEOAS may be complex to implement to the whole application. But can
still be applied in a small and simple part of the application. The HATEOAS
constraint decouples client and server by improving the independent evolv-
ability. HATEOAS enhance discoverability, both humans and machines can
follow links. With HATEOAS no versioning is needed [7]. If the entity needs
to be removed or changed, only the URI is removed or changed respectively.
REST architectural style was designed to model applications that evolve in
the scale of decades [7] [32].
3.3 Summary
REST is an architectural style based on the design and architecture of the
Web. It is used for distributed hypermedia such as World Wide Web. REST
was designed to support software engineering over decades. Web APIs that
adhere to REST style are called RESTful Web APIs. The next chapter shows
how REST architectural style is applied to Web APIs.
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RESTful Web API
Web APIs that adhere to REST architectural style are called RESTful Web
APIs. This chapter shows how RESTful style is applied on Web APIs in
practice.
4.1 Building RESTful Web APIs by the REST
Maturity Model (RMM)
Richardson REST Maturity Model (RMM) [61] is meant to guide a developer
to build a RESTful API in four ascending levels. The higher an API adheres
to the levels, the more mature it is in the RESTful style. RMM consists of 4
levels (0-3). Level 0 the tunneling style discussed in Section 2.3.1. It consists
one Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) and one Hypertext Transfer Protocol
(HTTP) verb. The first step to RESTful approach is adding a unique URI
for each resource in level 1, which still has one HTTP verb. The next step in
level 2 is to add HTTP verbs and final step in level 3 is adding Hypermedia
As The Engine of Application State (HATEOAS). RMM with 4 maturity
levels is shown in Figure 4.1.
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Level 0: Single URI and Single HTTP Verb
Level 1: Add Unique URIs
Level 2: Add HTTP verbs
Level 3: Add HATEOAS
Figure 4.1: Diagram of the Richardson’s REST Maturity Model adapted
from [37].
4.1.1 Level 0: One URI and One HTTP Verb
In level 0 HTTP is used only as a tunneling system, where only one URI
and one HTTP verb is used for different operations and resources. As dis-
cussed in Section 2.3.1, the tunneling style resembles the most RPC/SOAP
services [46].
Consider the example of a customer submitting a service request using RPC/SOAP
adapted from [20]. The system exposes a service at the URL /serviceRequest.
To submit service request, a client send the following:
POST /serviceRequest HTTP 1.1
Content-Type: application/xml
Content-Length: xx
<submitServiceRequest id = ”1”>
</submitServiceRequest>
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The server responds that the service request is submitted:
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: application/xml
Content-Length: xx
<submitServiceRequestResponse>
Service request submitted
</submitServiceRequestResponse>
Note that instead of using an HTTP status code 201 Created the status is
in respond body. HTTP is being used only as a transportation protocol.
Another example of responding the submitted service request would be the
following:
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: application/xml
Content-Length: xx
<submitServiceRequestResponse>
<error code = “100”>Submitting a service request failed<error >
<reason>Missing information</reason>
</submitServiceRequestResponse>
Similar to the previous respond instead of using HTTP status code the error
code is part of the respond body.
To check all the service request that are “In Warranty Request”, the client
sends a getServiceRequests request:
POST /serviceRequest HTTP 1.1
Content-Type: application/xml
Content-Length: xx
<getServiceRequest name= “In Warranty Request”>
</getServiceRequest>
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The server respond with the list:
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: application/xml
Content-Length: xx
<getServiceRequestResponse>
<serviceRequests>
<serviceRequest id = ”1” name= “In Warranty Request”/>
<serviceRequest id = ”2” name= “In Warranty Request”/>
<serviceRequests>
</getServiceRequestResponse>
4.1.2 Level 1: Unique URIs for Resources
In level 1 the first step to more RESTful Web API is to propose resources [46].
Level 1 provides unique URIs for different resources. A resource is any in-
formation that is made available for clients. The idea is to design URIs
analogically with the resource set. Take, for example:
All the customers:
http://www.homebuilder.com/api/customers
A customer with id=1:
http://www.homebuilder.com/api/customers/1
To create a customer with identity id = 1:
POST http://www.homebuilder.com/api/customers HTTP 1.1
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Length: xx
{
“id” = ”1”,
“FirstName” = “John”,
“LastName” = “Smith”
}
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The server responds that the customer is created:
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: application/xml
Content-Length: xx
<createCustomerResponse>
A customer with id = 1 created
</createCustomerResponse>
Notice that in Level 1, the status of response is still part of the body response.
To retrieve the customer with identity id = 1:
POST http://www.homebuilder.com/api/customers/1 HTTP 1.1
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Length: xx
The server responds with the JSON presentation of the customer:
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: application/xml
Content-Length: xx
{
“id” = ”1”,
“FirstName” = “John”,
“LastName” = “Smith”
}
However, Level 1 still uses only one single HTTP verb like POST for retriev-
ing the resources.
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4.1.3 Level 2: HTTP Verbs
According to Richardson’s REST Maturity Model [61] shown in Figure 4.1,
an API should be using HTTP verbs, in order to be more RESTful. Note that
REST is an architectural style and is completely protocol agnostic. REST
does not force to use HTTP protocol [32]. This thesis applies RESTful Web
APIs over HTTP.
In level 1 POST is used for all methods, but in level 2, the idea is to map
HTTP verbs as consistent as possible, e.g., GET for retrieving, POST for
creating a resource and DELETE for removing a resource.
Adding different HTTP verbs limits how to interact with resources. Clients
operate on resources with the following HTTP verbs: GET, POST, PUT, and
DELETE. These are the main verbs and define the uniform interface [34].
GET-verb signifies that the resource is fetched as read-only data. POST
indicates that a new resource is created. PUT is used for updating the
existing resource. DELETE indicates that the client wants to delete the
resource. See figure 4.2. These operation types are called also CRUD (Create,
Retrieve, Update, and Delete).
Figure 4.2: Uniform Interface, adabated from [34]
In level 2 an API should be able to deal with caching, scalability and fail-
ures [46]. Excluding POST, another benefit is that the rest of the HTTP
verbs: GET, PUT, and DELETE are idempotent [34]. Idempotent means
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that a certain action can be applied multiple times without changing the
result.
GET on a service can be called multiple times without a change in the re-
source. The same update can be PUT with the same result. Using DELETE
on the same resource again is not possible. The only unsafe verb is POST.
More detailed information about POSTing a resource in a safe environment
is described in subsection 6.5.
GET is a safe method. Safe methods do not modify resources. Thus, safe
methods can be cached. Caching is important in order to service to be
scalable [32]. Idempotency is important in building a fault-tolerant API [20].
Take for example POST, which is not an idempotent verb, calling it multiple
times creates multiple resources. For example, what happens, if a POST
request is sent out to the server and the request times out. Is the resource
actually created? Is it safe to retry again? With idempotent methods, it
is safe to resend the request until getting a response from the server. Non-
safe (and non-idempotent) methods will never be cached by any middleware
proxies [20].
4.1.3.1 HTTP status codes
Clients request a service from a server and the server response to client’s
request by the 3-digit integer HTTP status code [65]. It is a bad practice to
use HTTP status code 200 (OK) when something is wrong or only HTTP
status code 500 (Internal Server Error) for all the bad client’s requests. The
2xx class of status codes indicates success in client’s request. The 4xx class
of status code implies client error and the 5xx class means server error in
the request. More details about HTTP status codes will be found from [65].
The meaning of HTTP status codes is described in Appendix A.2
In Figure 4.3 a client requests a customer resource with GET HTTP method
and a server responds with HTTP status code 200 OK appended with the
customer as JSON media type format.
4.1.4 Level 3: HATEOAS
Level 3 Hypermedia As The Engine of Application State (HATEOAS) is one
of a precondition for RESTful applications. The principle behind HATEOAS
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Figure 4.3: Client-server request-response example.
is that a Web application can navigate from one state of the application to
the next state entirely through hypermedia links provided dynamically by
an application server [46]. A REST client needs no prior knowledge about
what actions to take next. The World Wide Web is the best example for
hypermedia. The user starts from a home page and navigates following
different links to another representation of the web page. Similarly, in REST
compliant applications, a client makes transitions through an applications
state only by navigating through hypermedia links provided within a resource
representation returned from the server. That is, given a starting URI, the
client should be able to navigate without prior knowledge of the possible
navigation paths. Whenever a resource is returned from the service, it should
include the URIs that can be applied in the next request.
The RMM provides a good model for developing RESTful Web API, however,
it is not a definition of constraints itself [46]. If the application adheres only
to a maximum of level 2 it is not considered RESTful. Applications that are
on level 3 are considered to be RESTful. However, even that still does not
mean that the whole service is RESTful. Roy Fielding stated that level 3
HATEOAS of RMM is a precondition of REST.
“What needs to be done to make the REST architectural style clear on
the notion that hypertext is a constraint? In other words, if the engine of
application state (and hence the API) is not being driven by hypertext, then
it cannot be RESTful and cannot be a REST API. Period. Is there some
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broken manual somewhere that needs to be fixed?” -Roy Fielding [31]
For example, the following HATEOAS JSON presentation for a customer
with status “Prospect”. The customer is a prospective home buyer who can
print saved brochures.
When a prospective customer decides to buy a house and becomes a home-
owner the status of the customer is updated respectively as “HomeOwner”.
Now in addition to printing brochures the homeowner can also view its home
information and submit service request related to the house as following
HATEOAS JSON presentation suggest.
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4.2 Summary
This chapters provided a detailed description of RESTful Web APIs. The
next two chapters discuss versioning and security of Web APIs for a customer
portal.
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Versioning
Business concerns are changing in time and APIs must evolve to meet the
changing needs. The question is, how to create a Web API that can evolve
over a period of years. There are two choices; either to go along with the
existing API adding new features without breaking anything or create a new
one [20]. If a change in an API may break a contract, that is an application
built on it, the breaking change should be introduced in a next version.
Up to this chapter, this thesis has discussed Web API, REST style applied on
HTTP protocol and how to build a RESTful Web API by 4 steps of RMM.
The next two chapters discuss versioning and security.
This chapter focuses on versioning of Web API. Where possible, the con-
straints of the REST architectural style will be applied on versioning. REST
is not an end goal, but rather a means to reach the goal. It is possible that
some REST constraints are violated in order to achieve evolvability in Web
API.
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5.1 When Is Versioning Needed
If there is a breaking change in a Web API contract, it should be introduced
in a next version. The next question is what is the contract in a Web API?
In a Web API, clients have access to representations of resources via URIs.
From this point of view, the contract in Web APIs consists of
1. Resource
2. Representation of resource
3. URI as a Resource identifier
URIs and representation of resource are used to build a web application
on top of its API. In the next sections, different breaking change in JSON
representation and URIs are introduced.
5.1.1 Case 1: Adding New Fields to Representation
Customer JSON:
In case 1 adding new fields to representation is not a breaking change, for
example, a new data field, e.g., “Fax” is added to a customer JSON as follows
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Adding contents to a representation does not break the API contract, clients
will not be aware of something that is not used before. They will get the
same presentation with additional fields. Hence, no version is needed.
5.1.2 Case 2: Renaming or Removing Fields from Rep-
resentation
Renaming or removing fields is a breaking change and in such cases the
version is used. For example renaming data field “Phone” to “PhoneWork”
would break the application build on top that API, because references to the
customer.Phone data field would not exist anymore.
5.1.3 Case 3: Changing Resource Entity
Changing a resource entity entirely is a breaking change. Instead of version-
ing it is more reasonable to introduce a new Web API, a new resource with
its own URI.
5.1.4 Case 4: Changing URI
Changing a URI is a breaking change. The URI is a unique resource identifier
to resource. From the RESTful point of view, changing URI means it points
to an entirely new resource entity. Practically, it is the same as changing a
resource entity.
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5.1.5 Case 5: Change in a program running under API
If a change in a program does not violate the API contract, then there is no
breaking change.
5.2 Versioning methods
Versioning can be made several ways. Two most common ways to make API
versions; the URL way and the hypermedia way [44].
5.2.1 The URI Way
The URI way is a simple way for versioning an API. This versioning is spec-
ified the a ‘v‘ prefix. And is placed all the way in the left so that it has the
highest scope.
Version 1: /api/v1/customer/1
To update to the next API version, increase the version number
Version 2: /api/v2/customer/1
Only positive integers are used.
The advantage of versioning the URI way is that clients know which version
they are using. The drawback is that it is not RESTful because different
version URIs still link to same resource entity [7]. Another drawback is
that the older API versions need to be maintained also and this may cause
overhead in a Web API development [30].
5.2.2 The Hypermedia Way
The hypermedia way in accept headers, which describes how the data is
represented, for example below:
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GET /api/customer/1 HTTP/1.1
Accept: application/json; version=1
This technique versions the representation. However, it is a more complicated
approach and it is also more difficult to test. Instead of introducing new
version number in a URL with few characters, a developer has to add a
relatively high number of line of codes to address the right version of a
representation of a resource [13]. Clients cannot test straightforwardly via a
URI. Instead, they have to construct a request and configure an appropriate
accept header [15].
From these two ways, the URI versioning is for both client and server-side
developer easier to consume.
5.3 Summary
This Chapter introduced different version cases and how they should be ver-
sioned. Next chapter discusses the security of Web APIs. How Web APIs
are authenticated and authorized? and ends with security analyze of data
posted to a server.
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Security
Previously, this thesis has discussed how to create a Restful Web API and
versioning of a Web API. Security is also an important part of the design.
Web API security is a major concern when requesting resources via URIs.
Without security, the resources are available to everyone to operate on. Web
API security is based on two questions: first, is the user of the resource really
who he claims to be and does that user have access to that resource [46]. This
chapter will cover the security of a Web API and introduce a token based
authentication used in a customer portal. Then it will discuss a validation
of unsafe POST verb.
6.1 Authentication and Authorization
Authentication validates user identity with a question, “Is the user of the
API service who he claims to be?” [46] For example, a user logs in with
his username and password and the server authenticates the user by his
password.
Authorization is challenged the user’s permission with a question, “Is the
user allowed to do what he is trying to do?” [46] For example, a user is
allowed to get a resource but not to create a resource.
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6.2 Token Based Authentication
Before token based authentication, the traditional way to have application
to remember user logged in is store user info in a session. On every client’s
request, the server checks the session state and then responds. Session state
on the server can cause overhead when there are many users authenticated.
Another problem is since sessions are stored in the server memory, it does
not allow the server to scale [32].
Token-based authentication is stateless. No information about the user is
stored on the server or in a session [65]. Stateless means that if a client
authenticates a user with a username and password, then on the next client’s
request, the server won’t know who is requesting the resource. The client
would have to authenticate again. Stateless allows the application to scale.
Furthermore, token based authentication decouples the client and the server,
since authentication and authorization are handled only in the server side.
The basic steps in the token-based authentication are as follows:
1. A user logs in with a username and a password.
2. An authorization server validates credentials.
3. The authorization server provides a token to the client.
4. The client stores the token and sends it along with every user’s further
request.
5. The server verifies token and responds with a representation of a re-
source.
Figure 6.1 depicts the token based authentication steps.
The token is used for authentication and authorization of the user. Stateless
tokens that are valid forever will be a problem. The token should consist
an expiration time. In this thesis the token consist of three parts; userID,
expiration time and a Hash-based message authentication code (HMAC).
HMAC is used to validate data integrity and authentication of the token’s
userID and an expiration time of the token.
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Figure 6.1: A token credentials flow, adapted from [3].
Authentication of a message means that a message has not been modified
(data integrity) or changed while in transit and the receiving third party can
verify the message. Data integrity detects accidental and intentional message
changes while authenticity verifies the origin of the message [21].
6.3 Hash function
A hash function H is an algorithm that takes a variable-length of input data
m and generates a fixed length string, which is called the hash value h [21].
Message authentication code (MAC) is a particular use of the hash to verify
the integrity of the data received.
Hashing is used to secure the communication since hash algorithms are fast
and energy efficient among cryptographic algorithms [21] [58]. Hash h1 is gen-
erated from credentials m and is concatenated with credentials (denoted by
|) m | h1 as token. When authorizing the token, a new hash h2 is calculated
from the credentials given in the token. If h1 equals h2, the authentication
is successful.
A cryptographic hash function is a function which is considered practically
impossible to invert, that is, one cannot recreate the input data from hash
value alone [21]. Hash functions with only the property of compressing a
message to smaller size have diverse computational uses, but when used in
cryptography the hash algorithm needs more properties.
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The basic requirements of a cryptographic hash function are listed below [21]:
• H(x) is relatively easy to compute the fixed length hash value h for any
variable length message x
• H(x) is one-way mapping:
– it is infeasible to generate a message from its hash
– it is infeasible to modify a message without changing the hash
• H(x) is strongly collision-free:
– it is infeasible to find two different messages x, y with the same
hash H(x)=H(y)
Hash functions are usually designed from scratch or made out of a block
cipher in a black box way [25]. Hash functions based on block ciphers is
illustrated in Figure 6.3. Some of the known hash functions constructed
from scratch are SHA-family [53] and MD5 [62].
Figure 6.2: Hash functions based on block ciphers.
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6.3.1 SHA
The Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA) [28] is a family of cryptographic hash
function published by the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) as a U.S. Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) [53] in-
cluding SHA-0, SHA-1, SHA-2 and SHA-3 families.
This thesis uses SHA-256 from the SHA-2 family hash functions. SHA-256
produces a fixed length hash value of 256 bits or 32 bytes. SHA-256 is
cryptographically stronger hash function than MD5 (hash length of 128 bits
or 16 bytes) and SHA-1 (hash length 160 bits or 20 bytes) [26] [21].
What is achieved in security will be lost in performance, that is, MD5 is
fastest, then SHA1 and the SHA256 is the slowest from the three [21]. It
is not recommended to use MD5 and SHA1 since they have known security
vulnerabilities [21] and they are already broken in several studies [38] [66].
Although, SHA-1, till date, is still the most widely used hash function, in
spite of several successful cryptanalytic attacks against it [38]. However, the
attacks remain impractical due to high computation complexity and associ-
ated cost [38]. There is no known SHA-256 break yet.
6.4 HMAC
Message authentication is a prime necessity in the world of open comput-
ing and communications. Hash-based message authentication code (HMAC)
algorithm’s purpose is to verify the integrity and the consistency of the
data [45]. Mechanisms that provide such an integrity check based on a secret
key are called “message authentication codes” (MAC). Typically, message
authentication codes are used between two parties that share a secret key in
order to validate a message transmitted between these parties.
HMAC uses a secret key in conjunction with a hash function to produce a
hash that is appended to the message. Any cryptographic hash function,
such as Message Digest 5 (MD5) or Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA-1), may
be used in the calculation of an HMAC: the resulting MAC algorithm is
termed HMAC-MD5 and HMAC-SHA1 accordingly [45]. Security strength
of the HMAC depends on the cryptographic strength of the underlying hash
functions, the size of its hash output, and on the size and quality of the key.
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An iterative hash function breaks up a message into blocks of a fixed size
and iterates over them with a compression function. For example, MD5 and
SHA-1 operate on 512-bit blocks. The size of the output of HMAC is the
same as that of the underlying hash function (128 or 160 bits in the case of
MD5 or SHA-1, respectively), although it can be truncated if desired.
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HMAC definition from [45]
HMAC(K,m) = H((K ⊕ opad)|H((K ⊕ ipad)|m)) (6.1)
where, H is a cryptographic hash function
K is a secret key
| denotes concatenation
⊕ denotes exclusive or (XOR)
opad is the outer padding (0x5c5c5c...5c5c, hexadecimal constant)
ipad is the inner padding (0x363636...3636, hexadecimal constant)
K is a secret key padded to the right with extra zeroes to the input block
size of the hash function. If the secret key is longer than that block size, it
is a hash of the original key.
Figure 6.3: HMAC-SHA256 generation.
The token based authentication is using HMAC-SHA256 to authenticate the
userID and expiration time of the token.
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6.5 Unsafe and Non-idempotent POST
This thesis uses ASP.NET Web API as a framework for developing Web
APIs. In this framework, HTTP verb POST is used for both creating and
updating a resource. The main HTTP methods used in this thesis are GET
and POST. Therefore, this thesis will only focus on the security analysis
of GET and POST. As discussed in Section 4.1.3 GET is both idempotent
and safe verb, POST in the other hand is not idempotent and not safe. A
safe verb does not modify a resource and an idempotent verb can be called
many times without different outcome. By definition, safe verbs are also
idempotent verbs.
Usually when saving or updating received data sent by a client, it is validated
before doing any further processing. The main goal is that instead of corrupt
data only valid data is saved into the server. This section discusses data
annotation in validation, under and over posting problems.
6.5.1 Data Annotations
ASP.NET Web API uses attributes to set validation rules for properties [68].
Consider the following model of a customer, which represents the homeowner
with HomeID:
The “Required” attribute says that the properties “HomeID” and “Name”
must not be null and the “Range” attribute determines that the property
“Age” must be between 0 and 100
Suppose that a client sends a POST request with the following JSON repre-
sentation:
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Note that the client did not include the required “Name” property. When
Web API converts the JSON into a Customer instance, it validates the val-
idation attributes. During validation, it cannot find the “Name” property.
Thus, this model state is not valid.
6.5.2 Under Posting
Under-posting happens when some properties are left out [68]. For example,
suppose that the client is sending the following:
The “Age” property is now missing. In ASP.NET Web API, the model
binding is assigned a default value of zero for missing properties. Thus, the
model state is valid. This might seem a desirable property in a POST creation
but in a POST update it might cause the problem. In the POST update
operation, it is good to have the choice to distinguish between “zero” and “not
set” by adding “?”-character after type variable as follows. attribute [68]:
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To force clients to set a value, make the property nullable by “?” character
and set the Required [68]:
6.5.3 Over Posting
A client can also include additional properties into a JSON [68]. For example:
A property “Gender” is included in the JSON and does not exist in the
Customer model. In this case, the value is ignored. However, Over-posting
is a problem if the model consists read-only properties that are not supposed
to be modified. For example:
In this case, an infiltrator might add “IsAdmin” = “true” and promote them-
selves to the administrator. The safe workaround for this is to introduce a
model, which consist exactly the updateable properties.
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6.6 Summary
This chapter discussed the security of Web APIs. The token-based message
authentication HMAC-SHA256 of Web APIs was introduced. In addition,
data validation in over-posting and under-posting is reviewed. Next chapter
gives a background to the home building industry and a brief overview of
Sapphire application and customer portal for home builders.
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Application
This chapter discusses home building industry in the United States of Amer-
ica. Furthermore, the chapter introduces SapphireBuild portal and describes
different customer portal users.
7.1 The home Building Industry in the USA
The home building industry in the USA compasses several of the nation’s
largest publicly-traded home builders [48]. Strategically, all home builders
follow a similar operating model, which is primarily purchasing a land and
construction on that land. The home building market can be separated in
three categories. Some home builders are in an aﬄuent market providing
luxury homes. Others focus on an entry-level category, where home buyers
make their purchase decision based on their ability to secure affordable fi-
nancing. However, a majority of home builders are in a “first-time buyer”
segment. The price is slightly higher than that of an entry model.
At the last peak of the housing cycle in 2006 (see Figure 7.1), the ten biggest
home builders constitute for about 35% of housing starts [48]. The majority
of home builders consist of small private home builders. In good economic
times, it is common for big home building companies to expand their land
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positions by buying small regional home builders.
The home building industry accounts for 66bn in revenue with an annual
growth of 3.7%. The industry employs 398,391 people over 251,773 busi-
nesses [41].
Figure 7.1: Housing market index [50].
Figure 7.1 shows that in last three years the home building industry of United
State of America is recovering well from the last bottom of the housing cycle
in 2009. In 2005 2 million new homes were started, in 2009 the number of
started homes dropped to 554 000 and in 2014 is has increased to 1 mil-
lion [22].
7.1.1 Types of Home Builders
Home building industry consists of three kinds of home builders: production
builders, building manufacturers and custom builders [40]. These builders
can be measured by the number of houses they build per year. The largest
group is production builders, the second largest is building manufacturers
and the smallest is custom builders. However, custom builder constitutes
the majority of home builder companies in the housing business [40].
7.1.1.1 Production Builders
Production builders provide houses in communities. They own the land their
houses are built on and usually participate in community development. The
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houses can be either single-family or multifamily homes such as townhouses,
apartment buildings, and condos [51]. Some production home builders pro-
vide houses in either of the categories and some in both. The production
homes are pre-designed home models and can have design options, for exam-
ple, to replace the bathtub with a larger shower. However, the changes are
not possible to the extent with custom homes [40].
7.1.1.2 Building Manufacturers
Building manufacturers build their houses in factories. There are two kinds
of home builders; mobile home builders and modular home builders [40].
Mobile homes are basically, houses on wheels which can be moved wherever
the home buyer desires. Modular homes are prefabricated buildings built in
multiple sections called modules. Modular homes are usually 78-80 percent
complete before transported to a building site and then assembled. Unlike
mobile homes, modular homes do not have axles or frame, therefore they are
typically transported to their new location by flat-bed trucks [35].
7.1.1.3 Custom Builders
Custom builders typically create a unique home with the wide range of design
options. Custom homes are attractive for home buyers that desire to select
more details to their home. Home buyers can customize their home, which is
generally not possible to such an extent with production builders and building
manufacturers [54]. A custom home is more expensive than a production
model of similar size and floor plan since high volume production builders
save in buying materials in bulk.
This thesis focuses in production builders building single family homes. In
the next two subsections, the Community Life Cycle and Sales Process will
be described as it applies to production builders building single family homes.
Details about building manufacturers and custom builders will not be dis-
cussed.
7.1.2 Community Life Cycle
Production builders construct houses in communities [54]. First the builder
buys a piece of land to build the community on. After that, the builder
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applies for the building permits and hires the contractors to build the com-
munity infrastructure. The community is divided into sections called lots.
Builder builds showpieces of their models on some of the lots. One of them
is used as a community sales office and the remaining lots are available for
home buyers. From the sales and marketing point of view, the community
life cycle ends when all the lots and also the model homes are sold out [40] [6].
7.1.3 Sales Process from Lead to Home Owner
A process starts when a prospective home buyer visits the home builder web-
site, clicks a brochure of a home model and leaves a contact information [5].
From that moment on, they are considered as a lead, which is a possible
prospect. Customers who fill in their contact information other way are also
considered leads [39].
A lead manager scans through the leads records and will assign prospective
home buyers to a sales representative. If there has been more communication
between a sales representative and a lead, the sales representative can up-
grade the lead to a prospective buyer by status “Prospect” [5]. On the other
hand, leads, who visit the sales office and leave their contact information are
also upgraded to prospects [5].
A prospective home buyer visits the sales office, where the home buyer is
given a tour in the model homes. The prospect is shown possible options
to select style or design from a menu in several product categories (such as
flooring, appliances, and countertops). After signing the contract of buying
a new home and paying earnest money, the new home buyer is allowed 30-60
days to visit the design center and to finish the rest of the selections [40].
During this time, home buyers under the sales contract are waiting for their
house to be build. Home buyers become homeowners when they move into
their new house [5]. Figure 7.2 illustrates the whole process from a lead to
the homeowner.
7.2 Sapphire Build
A software company Kova Solutions Inc provides a software business so-
lution SapphireBuild for local home builders in the USA [10]. The primary
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platform is .NET, Microsoft Windows Server, and Microsoft SQL Server. Ko-
vaSapphire is a web-based operational management software for production
builders to aid all stakeholders in the building process [17]. KovaSapphire
lets different stakeholders work from the same database [24] with support for
a complete home life cycle. This includes marketing, sales, home building
process and customer relations management.
Homeowners can submit service requests on the Internet via a customer por-
tal. Working from the same database allows both portals: a customer portal
and SapphireBuild to have an access to a complete history of a home, in-
cluding vendors and warranties. Thus, a Customer Service Team (CST) can
effectively communicate with the homeowners via Sapphire Build [11]. Fig-
ure 7.3 depicts the communication via portals between a customer and a
customer service team.
7.3 Customer Portal
A Web portal is a gateway allowing users to access diverse information and
content found on the Internet [67]. In essence, a web portal is a website
where divergent and aggregated data can be accessed from one single entry
point [14]. A portal is a Web site or a Web service that provides information
content to serve a specific audience.
A Customer Portal is a gateway for customers, vendors, and home building
providers to distribute shared data [11]. Customers can log in, review and
update their private information about their home and contact details as well
as make service requests. The customer portal will provide an opportunity
for customers for self-managing contact and home information. Homeowners
can be in contact with any concerns 24/7. Direct communications between
customers and customer services, through portals, may prevent costly mis-
takes before they happen. Customers can make a service request and follow
the process. This will provide service transparency, access, and control to
the service request process.
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7.3.1 Different Portal Users
A customer portal is designed for different users; lead, prospect, a customer
under contract and homeowner. The sales process from lead to homeowner
was described in detail in Subsection 7.1.3.
7.3.1.1 Lead
A lead is an individual who has provided contact information [39]. For ex-
ample by registering on a home provider site or printing a brochure of a
home model for the first time, customers are asked to leave their contact
information via web forms citeFromLeadToHomeOwner.
7.3.1.2 Prospect
A prospect is a prospective home buyer. Prospect can be either a customer
who visits the sales office and provides contact information [5] or someone
who has been in a two-way interaction with a lead manager [39] and being
promoted to a prospect by the lead manager [5].
7.3.1.3 Under Contract
A prospective home buyer becomes a customer, who is under a contract after
signing of a contract [5]. Home buyers under the contract are in a state of
waiting for their house to be built.
7.3.1.4 Homeowner
Home buyers become homeowners when they get keys to their new home [5].
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Figure 7.2: Sales process from Lead to Home Owner.
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Figure 7.3: SapphireBuild and a customer portal operate from one
database.
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Design and Implementation
This chapter covers the requirements, design, and implementations of Web
APIs for a customer portal. IEEE 1471 [16] is adopted as the conceptual
framework of the design. First the stakeholders of customer portal Web
APIs are identified, after that their concern and needs are described.
8.1 Requirements
Stakeholders may be individuals, teams, or organizations with interests or
concerns related to a system. The main users of a customer portal are dif-
ferent portal users such as leads, prospects, customers who are under sales
contract and homeowners. A web-based customer portal gives 24/7 access
to users. Users can view their home information, contact details and request
services related to warranty. The customer portal will be role-based and the
view will be customized according to the role of the portal user. The fur-
ther requirements regarding each portal user will be described later in this
section.
Web APIs for a customer portal are implemented and maintained by the
developers. Web developers use Web APIs to implement and maintain their
web-based customer portal. A Web API improves loose coupling and lets
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both client and server side evolve independently. Developers can focus on
providing Web API services and Web developers can focus on web designing.
A company that offers an API is called an API provider. People that use an
API to create the applications are called developers. People that use an API
based application are called end users [42].
Owners of the customer portals are home builders. They offer customer
service via the customer portal. The customer portal is role based and is
customized for each role of a user. Since this thesis focuses on the customer
portal design, the requirements are described only for portal users. In the
next section, the requirements for different portal users will be described.
Different users of a customer portal are Lead, Prospect, Under Contract, and
Homeowner.
8.1.1 General
Each user, a lead, a prospect, a customer under contract and a homeowner in
a customer portal log into their account using an email address as a username.
In a case the password is forgotten, a user can reset his or her password by
providing a portal account related email. The reset link is then sent to the
user’s email. Via the link the user is asked to provide a new password.
In the portal user can change their password. The old password, a new
password and a confirmation for the new password are asked in a changing
password process. The password has some complexity requirements.
1. Login to the portal
2. Reset Password
3. Change Password
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8.1.2 Lead
When a customer registers on the home builders site or prints a brochure
of a home model for the first time, a new lead is asked to provide contact
information. The lead is sent an email message containing a username, a
password, and a link to the customer portal. Lead can view and reprint
brochures in the customer portal.
1. Reprint their brochures
8.1.3 Prospect
After providing contact information via the home builders site or at the sales
office, a lead is upgraded to the prospective home buyer. The prospect is
still able to do everything a lead can do. In addition, the prospect can
communicate directly and book appointments with a sales representative.
1. Direct communication with a sales representative
2. Book appointments with a sales representative
8.1.4 Under Contract
After signing a sales contract, a customer under a contract has all the same
advantages as a prospect has. Furthermore, after the construction of a new
house has begun, up-to-date information on the status of the construction
process is shown in a customer portal. For example, “Framing has been
completed.” An under contract is able to see contact information for the
people responsible for the building process such as a design representative,
superintendent, and quality assurance inspector to name a few.
1. Up-to-date on the status of construction.
2. See contact information for the people responsible for the building pro-
cess
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8.1.5 Homeowner
A homeowner has all the communication methods as a customer under con-
tract. However, since the home is built, the status of construction is needless
to show anymore. A customer portal provides a complete history of a home,
including the vendors, and selected options for a model house. The home-
owner can view home information and warranties.
The customer can submit a service request with an ability to list the actual
service request items and post photos for each. They are able to see the
status of service request progress and the appointment for the service request
inspection time.
1. View home information
2. Submit service request
3. Save tenant information
4. Save customer information
8.2 Design and Implementation
The requirements are done in several phases. The first phase includes require-
ments related to general user requirements, Lead, and Home Owner. At the
moment of writing this thesis, only the first phase has been done. The im-
plemented Web API are in Appendix A.1. The rest of the requirements will
be implemented as a future work.
8.2.1 Web API Architecture Style
Web APIs were implemented by Richardson’s Rest Maturity Model Level
2 introduced in Section 4.1.3. Adding different HTTP verbs limits how to
interact with resources. In this thesis, clients operate on resources with GET
and POST verbs. ASP.NET Web API framework uses POST verb for both
data creation and update. DELETE verb is not used in this thesis. HTTP
Status codes are presented in Appendix A.2
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8.2.2 Versioning
This thesis implements the Web API for a customer portal the URI way in
version 3 as follows:
Version 1: /api/v3/customer/1
The Web API documentation is presented in Appendix A.1.
8.2.3 Security
8.2.3.1 Token Based Authentication with HMAC-SHA256
This thesis is using HMAC-SHA256 to authenticate the userID and expira-
tion time of the token. With userID 1 and expiration time1 of 8 hours and
an HMAC = TlaOGgBNu(( the example token would be 1,8,TlaOGgBNu((
where each part is separated with ‘,’-character. The token is provided in
each client request as a URL query parameter. The server authenticates the
token before operating on a requested resource. The token-based authenti-
cation with given example is depicted in Figure 8.1.
1Base64 is used for encoding the expiration time for inclusion in URLs.
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Figure 8.1: Token based authentication and authorization.
8.2.3.2 Posting and Validation
ASP.NET Web API uses attributes to set validation rules for properties [68].
Data validation attributes are implemented for save tenant and save customer
info as follows:
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The “Required” attribute says that the “HomeID”, “Name” and “Phone”-
properties must not be null. The “ValidZipCode” and “ValidPhoneNumer”
attributes determine that the properties have to be in certain valid forms. In
addition, it is validated that no null or empty “”-characters are saved in the
update.
A client can also include additional properties into a JSON. In case the added
property does not exist in the model, the value is ignored. Over-posting is a
problem if the model consists of read-only properties that are not supposed
to be modified. This thesis uses the workaround suggested in Section 6.5.3.
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Result and Discussion
This chapter evaluates the requirements of the web APIs for a customer
portal. In addition, the encountered challenges and problems are represented
and finally a future work is proposed.
9.1 Evaluation and Challenges
This section evaluates and discusses encountered problems and challenges in
implementing Web API for a customer portal.
9.1.1 Architectural Style
Hypermedia as the Engine of Application State (HATEOAS) is a constraint
of the REST architectural style. According to Section 4.1.4 a customer portal
Web APIs implemented are not RESTful. They do not fulfill Richardson
REST Maturity Model Level 3: HATEOAS, which is one of the requirements
for the RESTful architectural style.
As Fielding stated: “software design on the scale of decades: every detail is
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intended to promote software longevity and independent evolution. Many of
the constraints are directly opposed to short-term efficiency. Unfortunately,
people are fairly good at short-term design, and usually awful at long-term
design” [31].
With HATEOAS, the software can evolve independently over a decade. In
our design, it does not need to be RESTful in the HATEOAS way. HA-
TEOAS enhances discoverability and makes an application more open to
other application. However, Web APIs for a customer portal are only for our
customer Web developers and are not designed to be public. In addition,
the HATEOAS constraint is not so practical in real life, since the number of
different states may explode in more complicated systems.
9.1.2 Versioning
Chapter 5 presented different version types. The URL way is as follows:
Version 1: /api/v1/customer/1
and the Hypermedia way in accept headers:
GET /api/customer/1 HTTP/1.1
Accept: application/json; version=1
The URI way is a simple way for versioning an API. The advantage of the URI
versioning is that clients know which version they are using. The drawback
of the URI way is that it is not RESTful since different versions of URIs still
link to the same resource entity [7]. Another drawback is that the older API
versions need to be maintained also and this may cause overhead in Web API
development [30].
The hypermedia way of versioning in accept headers versions the representa-
tion. However, it is a more complicated approach and it is also more difficult
to test. Instead of introducing a new version number in a URL with few
characters, a developer has to add a relatively high number of line of codes
to address the right version of a representation of a resource [13]. Clients
cannot test straightforwardly via a URI. Instead, they have to construct a
request and configure an appropriate accept header [15].
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From these two ways, the URI versioning is for both the client and the server
side developer easier to consume.
Section 5.1 presented different version cases. Adding new fields to a repre-
sentation did not break a Web API contract. Whenever there is a renaming
or removing fields of an existing representation, it is a breaking change and
should be introduced in the next version. Changing a resource entity should
introduce an entirely new URI.
The drawback in versioning is that it tightly couples to the evolution poli-
cies of the Web API providers [30]. Clients are forced to update to new
versions to avoid breaking changes in their Web applications. One solution
recommended is Web APIs should not be changed too often [30]. The rep-
resentation should be as minimal as possible since it is easier to add new
properties than remove old ones [20]. One important observation is that the
early versions of Web APIs are invariably unstable and change-prone [30].
In this thesis, the process is done in cooperation with client developers in
small iterations asking feedback until the requirements are met. In addition,
an example of a Web API implementation has been given to get additional
feedbacks.
9.1.3 Security
9.1.3.1 Token Based Authentication with HMAC-SHA256
Since, no information about the user is stored on the server or in a session,
token based authentication is stateless. [65]. Stateless authentication allows
the application to scale. Furthermore, token based authentication decouples
the client and the server. Authentication and authorization are handled only
on the server side. In addition, the token consists of expiration time, which
is an important part of the design.
Token based authentication uses HMAC-SHA256. SHA-256 is cryptographi-
cally a stronger hash function than MD5 or SHA-1 [26] [21]. It is not recom-
mended to use MD5 and SHA1 since they have known security vulnerabili-
ties [21] and they are already broken in several studies [38] [66]. Although,
SHA-1, till date, is still the most widely used hash function, in spite of several
successful cryptanalytic attacks against it [38]. However, the attacks remain
impractical due to high computation complexity and associated cost [38].
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There is no known SHA-256 break yet.
9.1.3.2 Posting and Validation
The implemented Class Tenant and CustomerInfo still have an “Under-
posting”-problem. Under-posting happens when some properties are left
out. For example, suppose that the client is updating a CustomerInfo where
StreetAddress or City-properties are left out. In a model binding, it is as-
signed a default value of empty character “” for missing properties. This
is a problem when updating [68]. In Section 6.5.2 it was suggested to use
“?”-character after variable type as “not set”. This was not implemented,
but can be implemented as a future work. The current implementation only
validates that no null or empty “”-properties are updated.
In addition, a safe workaround for POST verb in new entity creation has not
been implemented. If during a POST creation task, the request time-outs,
there is no way to know has the request reached the server or not. This needs
to be taken into consideration in future work.
9.2 Future work
In the future, we are going to implement the rest of the Web API requirements
and a safe workaround for POST verb when creating a new instance. Also
an “Under-posting”-problem needs to be taken into consideration in future
Web API implementations.
Although, it was not possible to implement the pure RESTful Web API
with HATEOAS constraint. The idea of loose coupling and independent
evolving of the client and the server without breaking changes in Web API
is attractive. It is possible to implement HATEOAS in some small Web API
scenarios, where the state of actions is small and limited. If the HATEOAS
is used then no versioning is needed, just change the URIs in a representation
of a resource.
In addition, we are going to maintain and evolve web APIs and build our own
customer portal as a prototype for introducing customer portal Web APIs.
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Conclusions
The purpose of this thesis is to design a Web-based Application Programming
Interface (Web API) for a customer portal in the home building industry. The
implementation of Web APIs allows the home provider to brand their own
customer portal independently from the server side. Web developers can use
Web APIs as a building element in their Web applications.
This thesis presents a design of a Web API. At the center of the design is the
architectural design of Web API including versioning, and security of Web
APIs. The goal of this thesis is to provide such a design that both client side
and server side can evolve independently.
With implemented Web APIs, homebuilders can customize their Web site.
Loose coupling was not gained fully, due to versioning in URIs that can
force clients to update to the next version to avoid breaking changes in their
applications.
In the future, we are going to implement the rest of the Web API require-
ments. In addition, we are going to maintain and evolve Web APIs and build
our own customer portal as a prototype for introducing pustomer portal Web
APIs.
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Appendix A
Web API Documentation and HTTP
Status Codes
General HTTP response status codes for Web APIs are already introduced
in Section A.2 they will not be shown in the Web API documentation. The
posts and the responses are returned in JSON.
A.1 Web API Documentation
A.1.1 General
Login
URI api/v3/Customer/Login
HTTP verb POST
Body [Required]
string Email
[Required]
string Password
Success string token=userID;expiration time;HMAC-SHA256
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Email Password Reset Link
URI api/v3/Customer/EmailPasswordResetLink?token={token}
HTTP verb POST
Body [Required]
string Email
Success string resetURL = http://example.com/ResetPassword.html?
PasswordResetToken={GeneratedPasswordResetToken}
Reset Password
URI api/v3/Customer/ResetPassword?token={token}
HTTP verb POST
Body [Required]
string NewPassword
[Required]
string NewPasswordConfirm
Success -
Change Password
URI api/v3/Customer/ChangePassword?token={token}
HTTP verb POST
Body [Required]
string OldPassword
[Required]
string NewPassword
[Required]
string NewPasswordConfirm
Success -
A.1.2 Lead
Print Brochures
URI /api/v3/Lead/ListBrochures?token={token}
HTTP verb GET
Body -
Success List<LeadBrochure>
string Name
string Description
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Print Brochure
URI /api/v3/Lead/PrintBrochure/[LeadBrochureID]?token={token}
HTTP verb GET
Body [Required]
int LeadBrochureID
Success int LeadBrochureID
string URLforBrochure
A.1.3 Home Owner
Get Homes
URI /api/v3/Home/ListHome?token={token}
HTTP verb GET
Body -
Success List<string>HomeID
Submit Service Request
URI /api/v3/Home/SaveServiceRequest?token={token}
HTTP verb POST
Body [Required]
string HomeID
[Required]
string Description
[Required]
string Name
List<ServiceRequestItem>
Success List<ServiceRequest>
View Home Information
URI api/v3/Home/GetInfo/homeID?token={token}
HTTP verb GET
Body [Required]
string HomeID
Success string Name
string WarrantyStatus
date WarrantyExpirationDate
BuyerInfo
Community
Lot
Model
List<SelectedHomeOptions>
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Save Tenant Information
URI /api/v3/Home/SaveTenant?token={token}
HTTP verb POST
Body [Required]
string HomeID
[Required]
string Phone
[Required]
[ValidPhoneNumber]
string Name
Success -
Save Customer information
URI /api/v3/Home/SaveCustomerInfo?token={token}
HTTP verb POST
Body [Required]
string HomeID
string StreetAddress
string City
[ValidZipCode]
string ZipCode
[ValidStateCode]
string StateCode
[ValidPhoneNumber]
string PhoneHome
Success -
A.2 HTTP Status Codes
Status Code API meaning
200 OK Response to a successful GET, PUT or DELETE
201 Created Response to a POST that a resource is created suc-
cessfully
204 No Content Response to a DELETE, where a successful request
won’t be returning a body
400 Bad Request The request parameters are not valid
401 Unauthorized When an authentication is failed
403 Forbidden When an authentication succeeded but authenticated
user’s access to the resource is forbidden
404 Not Found When a requested resource does not exits
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410 Gone Indicates that the resource at this end point is no
longer available. Useful as a response for old API
versions
500 Internal Server Error The server encountered an unexpected condition
501 Not Implemented The service is not implemented
503 Service Unavailable The service is unavailable due to maintenance
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